
M1-COMBI

Stucchi 1950

VOLTAGE

SIZES

400V 50Hz

SUCTION BENCH VOLUME 5000 M /h3

3

2000 X 1000 X 900 mm

WEIGHT 230 Kg

OPTIONALS
Wheels, External Exhauster,
ATEX Motor, Inverter

SANDING SUCTION VOLUME 150 M /h

1.9 kW

SANDING SUCTION TURBINE 1.3 kW

VACUUM TURBINE
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Suction bench for
details production with
big dimensions, the M1
is suitable for manual
cartridge works and
for works with
abrasive tools, without
their own suction. Very
quiet engine, 75dB,
with a rubber-coated
flat surface anti-slip and
scratch resistant.

Its standard dimensions, 200x100cm, makes it
the biggest bench of its range. The installation on
wheels allows to move the bench with the maximum of ease and
move it where you think is necessary.

Like all our benches, also the M1 version, is equipped with filters of a
F9 class, perfects for sanding dust, but its possible to build different
types, Hclass for dusts dangerous for the health, ATEX certified for
potentially explosives dusts and/or even use some pre-filters for
different needs, like paint and spray hood, like a metallic mail for a
protection against sparks for grinding and deburring with abrasives.

SUCTION BENCH WITH ADJUSTABLE DOUBLE SUCTION BY
USING AN INVERTER + SANDING DUST VACUUM CLEANER

EQUIPPED WITH SPECIAL WORKS HOOSE.
VERTICAL CARTRIDGE FILTER TO COLLECT DUST IN THE

REMOVABLE POCKETS WITH MANUAL OPENING.
MANUAL START.
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The M1 COMBI version has double suction, one obviously
on the suction surface and the second one linked
throygh the orbit sander to an auxiliary suction system.
Inside the bench there is a professiona monophasic
suction of 1300w (ST1-P) completely independent, it will
be possible to have orbit sanders and suction surface in
the same product, removing the 100% of the dust.

It may be equipped with a
contentive bulkhead to increase

the suction prevalence and contain
spatters or slags from works.

For places that are particularly
dirty, for working stations where
the works of cartridge or grinder

can create residuals “fats and oily”
and mechanic’s workshop in

general, we suggest you the model
M1 MEC, completely zinc-coated
iron, easy to clean and scraping,

corrosions and scraping resistant.


